For T a topological space and X a real normed space STY X denotes the set of continuous mappings from T into SX fx P X X x k k 1gX Given f in STY X we study the existence of functions e in STY X such that f t T et T Àf tY Vt P TX When this holds for every f , we say that STY X is plentiful. If dim X is an even integer or infinite this last property is automatic for any TX We show that it also verifies if T is a contractible compact space and X is an arbitrary normed space with dim X ! 2X From this we deduce that if T is completely regular and dim T`dim X À 1Y then ST Y X is plentiful, where dim T stands for the covering dimension of T . If CTY X denotes the space of continuous and bounded functions from T into X endowed with the sup norm, we study the geometry of the unit ball of CTY X for X strictly convex and ST Y X plentiful. For T completely regular and dim X`I, we prove the following:
Introduction
Let X be a real normed space. The closed unit ball and the unit sphere of X will be denoted, respectively, by BX and SX X Moreover, EX will stand for the set of extreme points of BX and coEX for the convex hull of EX X If T is a topological space we will denote by CT Y X the space of continuous and bounded mappings from T into X with its usual uniform norm. To simplify the notation we will frequently write Y instead of CT Y X X Furthermore ST Y X will be the set of continuous functions from T into SX . Let us observe that if X is strictly convex, then ST Y X EY .
Most of the known results about the extremal structure of the unit ball of CT Y X depend on the existence of continuous functions v X SX 3 SX verifying vx T xY vx T ÀxY Vx P SX X
The existence of such functions was proved in [3, Proposition 12] for X an infinite-dimensional Banach space. On the other hand, if X has finite dimension, such a v exists if, and only if, the dimension of X is even.
In Section 2 we consider a more general situation. Namely we study, among other things, when every continuous function f from T into SX admits another continuous mapping e X T 3 SX such that et T f tY et T Àf tY Vt P T X When this occurs, we say that the set ST Y X is plentiful. This last property is automatic if there exists a continuous mapping v from SX into itself without fixed or antipodal points. We will show that there exists a wide class of pairs T Y X such that ST Y X is plentiful but X has odd dimension. We will also prove that, when X is a normed space with infinite dimension, ST Y X is plentiful for every topological space T X As an immediate consequence the existence of continuous mappings v from SX into SX satisfying x T vx T ÀxY Vx P SX is obtained, but now without assuming the hypothesis of completeness.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the geometry of the unit ball of CT Y X for X strictly convex and ST Y X plentiful. First we show that, when X is strictly convex, a topological property (ST Y X is plentiful) is equivalent to a geometric property (every element in the unit ball of CT Y X Y omitting the origin, is a convenient convex combination of two extreme points). This fact makes possible to extend a technique introduced in [4] for C Ã -algebras to the CT Y X spaces and so, we can prove that every convex combination of extreme points of BY is a mean of the same number of extreme points.
For each f in Y we define f dist f Y Y À1 where Y À1 denotes the set of the functions in Y which omit the origin. Theorem 14 shows that every f in BY with f `1 can be expressed as a convex combination of extreme points. In fact, for any ! 1 Y XXXY ! n P0Y 1 such that ! 1 Á Á Á ! n 1 and ! k`1 2 1 À f for all kY there are extreme points e 1 Y XXXY e n in BY such that
The remainder of the section explores the consequences of this theorem. In Corollary 15 we show that each element of the open unit ball of CT Y X is a mean of n extreme points for some n ! 2X Corollary 17 determines the set of points in BY which are expressible as a convex combination of elements of EY X Namely,
Theorem 18 provides various equivalent assertions to the possibility of expressing each point of BY as a convex combination of extreme points.
As we have already said most of the known results on the extremal structure of the unit ball of CT Y X with X strictly convex (see [12] , [3] and [11] ) only consider the cases dim X even or infinite. In these papers they get to express every point in the unit ball of CT Y X as an average of three ( [11] ) or four ( [12] , [3] ) extreme points by assuming that T is (at least) a completely regular space and dim T`dim X (where dim T denotes the covering dimension of T , see [7] for definitions). Nevertheless in [5] and [10] the general case (dim X ! 2 arbitrary) is studied, but now every element in BY is expressed as a mean of eight extreme points (with the same condition on the dimensions of T and X ). Cantwell conjectured that this number can be improved.
Theorem 18 gives an optimal representation of the points in BY as convex combination (and mean) of three extreme points when ST Y X is plentiful. This hypothesis includes the cases dim X even or infinite. Moreover, we give examples of pairs T Y X with such property, but with dim X odd. In fact, we have obtained results on a wide class of CT Y X spaces with dim X odd (Corollaries 22 and 23). On the other hand, when X is infinitedimensional, our results do not require the completeness of X (in [3] , [10] and [11] X is complete) or the compactness of T (in [12] T is compact).
So, it is clear that our new point of view permits to generalize all the known results on the geometry of the unit ball in CT Y X spaces with X strictly convex. However, the aforementioned problem of minimal decompositions remains open when ST Y X is nonplentiful.
Sufficient conditions for ST Y X to be plentiful
Let T be a topological space and X a normed space. For every f P ST Y X , let us denote
Lemma 1. Let T be a topological space, X a normed space and f P ST Y X such that E f T YX Then f P E f X Proof. Given b 0Y let us consider ! P 
and therefore
2!À1` X Finally, to see that v P E f , let us assume, to obtain a contradiction, that there is a t P T such that vt f tX Then
Taking norms it follows that
From Ã we get f t ut or Àf t ut which is impossible since u P E f X So, vt T f t for every t in T X In the same way it is proved that vt T Àf t for each t in T X This completes the proofX Lemma 2. Let T be a topological space, X a normed space and f
Proof. Let u be in E f and g P ST Y X with g À f k k`1X By Lemma 1, there is no loss of generality in assuming that
Let e X T 3 SX be the function defined by
Note that if gt ut À f t 0 for some t in T , then gt À f t Àut and so gt À f t k k 1 but this can not be. Clearly e is continuous and the proof will be completed if we prove that gt T et T Àgt for every t P T X For it, let t be in T such that et AEgtX
and this contradicts our assumptionX
It is now clear that the set f P Y X i f T Y È É is open and closed in ST Y X X Therefore it is interesting to clarify when ST Y X is connected. First an elementary result is given without proof.
Lemma 3. Let T be a topological space and X a normed space such that dim X ! 2. The following statements are equivalent:
1. Any two functions f Y g in ST Y X are uniformly homotopic, that is, there is a continuous function È X HY I Â 3 satisfying (a) ÈHY t f tY ÈIY t gtY Vt P X (b) For every b 0 there exists b 0 such that
The following known concept is useful for our aforementioned purpose.
Definition 4. Let E be a metric space and b 0X E is said to be -enchained if for any f Y g P E there is a finite sequence f 0 Y XXXY f n in E with f 0 f and f n g such that df k Y f k1 ` for all k P f0Y XXXY n À 1gX We will say that E is enchained if E is -enchained for every b 0X mappings without fixed or antipodal points Theorem 5. Let T and X be as in 3. The following six properties are equivalent:
Moreover, any of the above assertions implies that ST Y X is plentiful.
Proof. 1 D 2 D 3 is the above lemma and 3 A 4 A 5 A 6 hold in every metric space. To prove 6 A 3 let f Y g be in ST Y X X By hypothesis, there exists a finite sequence f 0 Y XXXY f n in ST Y X with f 0 f and f n g such that
is a path in ST Y X running from f to g and so we have 3X The next results show that there is an extensive range of pairs T Y X such that ST Y X is plentiful.
Proposition 6. Let T be a compact topological space and X a normed space with dim X ! 2X Assume that one of the following properties holds:
1. T is contractible.
Proof. Let f be in ST Y X X If T is contractible there exist t 0 in T and a continuous mapping 9 X 0Y 1 Â T 3 T such that
In both cases È X HY I Â 3 is continuous and satisfies that
By the compactness of 0Y 1 Â T Y È is an uniform homotopy and so f is uniformly nullhomotopic. By the previous theorem, ST Y X is plentifulX
If X is an infinite-dimensional normed space, Y. Benyamini and Y. Sternfeld proved in [2] that the unit sphere of X is Lipschitz contractible. This permits us to obtain the following result.
Proposition 7. Let X be a normed space with infinite dimension. Then ST Y X is plentiful for any topological space T X Proof. By [2] , there are x 0 in SX and a Lipschitz function À from 0Y 1 Â SX into SX satisfying ÀHY x xY ÀIY x x H Y Vx P X Hence, given b 0Y there exists b 0 such that
Let T be an arbitrary topological space. Given f X T 3 SX continuous, consider È X HY I Â 3 defined by
ÈsY t ÀsY f tY VsY t P HY I Â X
Evidently È is continuous and satisfies:
1. ÈHY t ÀHY f t f tY ÈIY t ÀIY f t x H Y Vt P X 2. Given b 0Y there exists b 0 such that
So, every function f P ST Y X is uniformly nullhomotopic and ST Y X is plentiful by Theorem 5X
Our above result permits to prove the following fact which is known for infinite-dimensional Banach spaces [3, Proposition 12] (now the completeness of X is not required).
mappings without fixed or antipodal points Proposition 8. Let X be an infinite-dimensional normed space. Then there is a continuous mapping v X SX 3 SX such that vx T xY vx T ÀxY Vx P SX X Proof. It is sufficient to take T SX Y f the identity function onto SX and to apply the preceding propositionX Let T be a topological space and X a normed space with dim X ! 2X If X is infinite-dimensional SAY X is plentiful for any subset A of T by Proposition 7. If X has finite dimension we have the following easy lemma.
Lemma 9. Let T be a compact Hausdorff topological space, let X be a finite-dimensional normed space with dim X ! 2 and assume that ST Y X is plentiful and dim T`dim X X Then SAY X is plentiful for any closed subset A of T X We now need the following topological concept. For any topological space T , the cone CT over T is the quotient space T Â IaRY where I 0Y 1 and R is the equivalence relation defined on
Intuitively, CT is obtained from T Â I by pinching T Â 1 to a single point. The elements of CT are denoted by tY s h iX It is trivial to verify that the map tU 3 tY 0 h i is a homeomorphism, so we can identify T with the subspace tY 0 h i X t P T f gin CTX Also it is easy to check that if T is compact Hausdorff, then CT is it too. Moreover, CT is always contractible and it is known that if the covering dimension of T is finite, then dim CT dim T 1X Proposition 10. Let T be a completely regular topological space and X a finite-dimensional normed space with dim X ! 2X Each assertion implies the following one:
Proof. 1 A 2 X Let T and X satisfy 1X By the above remark, CT is compact (Hausdorff) and contractible. By Proposition 6, SCT Y X is plentiful. Since dim CT `dim X (dim T dim T by [7, Theorem 7.1 .17]) and T is closed in CT Y ST Y X is plentiful by the above lemma.
2 A 3 X Let f be in ST Y X X Since SX is compact there exists a unique continuous mapping F X T 3 SX such that F t f tY Vt P T X If 2 holds, there is a e in E F X Then it is clear that the restriction of e to T belongs to E f . Hence ST Y X is plentifulX
The main results
Let Y be a normed space. In [1] Aron and Lohman introduced the !-function on elements f of BY to be the supremum, !f Y of numbers ! in 0Y 1Y for which there is a pair eY g in EY Â BY Y such that
The space Y is said to have the !-property if !y b 0 for all y in BY Y and Y has the uniform !-property if Y verifies the !-property and, in addition, satisfies
A complete study of the !-property in functions spaces CT Y X with T a topological space and X a strictly convex normed space was carried out in [8] . Among other things, they got a general expression of the !-function in these spaces. Namely,
X Let T be a topological space and X a normed space. In this section we assume Y denotes the space CT Y X X Moreover, we suppose, unless otherwise stated, that X is strictly convex and ST Y X is plentifulX First we show that this property on ST Y X is equivalent to the fact that every function in Y À1 BY is a mean of two extreme points of BY X The proof of the ''if'' half of our next result is similar to the proof of Theorem 4 in [11] .
However, for the sake of completeness, we include it.
Proposition 11. Let T be a topological space and X a strictly convex normed space. The following conditions are equivalent:
For every continuous function h from T into BX which omits the origin and, for any ! in 1 2 Y !hY there are extreme points e 1 and e 2 of BY such that h !e 1 1 À !e 2 X Proof. 1 A 2 X Let h and ! satisfy the hypotheses of 2. Then it is obvious that mh ! 2! À 1 and therefore ht k k ! 2! À 1 2! À 1 j jY Vt P T X mappings without fixed or antipodal points
If ! 1Y then h P EY and we can take e 1 e 2 hX Let us suppose !`1X Let f be in ST Y X defined by f t ht ht k k for every t in T X By 1Y there is an element e in E f X Let us define g X 0Y 2 Â T 3 X by
Then g is continuous and gsY t T 0Y VsY t P 0Y 2 Â T X We define À on 0Y 2 Â T in the following way
Evidently À is continuous and if we fix t in T , it follows that
so there is some s in 0Y 2 such that
Now, by [11, Lemma 1] , there is only one s for which the above equality Ã holds; if we denote it by stY we now claim that the mapping t 3 st from T into 0Y 2 is continuous. If not, there is a point t P T and a net ft # g converging to t such that fst # g 3 s T st. Using the continuity of À we find that In [9] Kadison and Pedersen proved, by using a very laborious method, that every convex combination of extreme points of the unit ball of a C Ã -algebra can be expressed as a mean of the same number of extreme points.
The above proposition permits us to obtain this same conclusion in any CT Y X space such that X is strictly convex and ST Y X is plentiful.
Corollary 13. Each convex combination of extreme points of BY is a mean of the same number of extreme points.
Proof. The proof is by induction on nX If n 2Y let e 1 e 2 be a convex combination with e 1 Y e 2 P EY X If Assume that the property holds for n, we will prove it for n 1X Let us consider f ! 1 e 1 Á Á Á ! n1 e n1 Ã with ! 1 Y XXXY ! n1 in 0Y 1, ! 1 Á Á Á ! n1 1 and e 1 Y XXXY e n1 in EY X First let us suppose that some of the
e n ! n1 e n1 X By the hypotheses of induction, we have
for some u 1 Y XXXY u n P EY X It follows that mappings without fixed or antipodal points
Proof. If f P BY ncoEY Y we have that f 1 by Theorem 14X Conversely, if f P coEY then uf n for some nY and, by Corollary 16, it follows that f `1X
In the following theorem we collect all the information about the extremal structure of the unit ball of CT Y X in case X is strictly convex and ST Y X is plentiful.
Since uf 1 only for extreme points f in BY Y mx uf X f P BY f g is 2 or 3X In [14] , for CT Y C it was proved that uf 2Y Vf P BY if, and only if, T is an F -space and dim T 1X So we have Corollary 19. mx uf X f P BY f g mx uf X f P coEY f g Y is 2, 3 or IX Taking into account that, when X is an infinite-dimensional normed space, T Y X has the extension property and ST Y X is plentiful for every topological space T Y we obtain Corollary 20. Let T be a topological space and X an infinite-dimensional strictly convex normed space. Then BY ! 1 EY Á Á Á ! n EY for every natural n ! 3 and ! 1 Y XXXY ! n P0Y 1 2 with ! 1 Á Á Á ! n 1X Our corollary allows us to get the following interesting result.
Corollary 21. Let X be as in Corollary 20. Then, for each x in BX and every n ! 3Y there exist e 1 Y XXXY e n retractions of the unit ball of X onto the unit sphere of X such that x 1 n e 1 x Á Á Á e n xX
Corollaries 20 and 21 were obtained in [11] in case X is complete. Moreover Proposition 9 in [11] states that it is not possible to improve on the number three in the last corollary.
If T is contractible and compact, ST Y X is plentiful for every normed space X with dim X ! 2 by Proposition 6. So, when X is finite-dimensional, we have the following result.
Corollary 22. Let T be a contractible and compact topological space and X a finite-dimensional strictly convex normed space with dim X ! 2X Suppose that dim T`dim X X Then BY ! 1 EY Á Á Á ! n EY for every natural n ! 3 and ! 1 Y XXXY ! n P0Y 1 2 with ! 1 Á Á Á ! n 1X In [11] the same conclusion is obtained by assuming T completely regular and X strictly convex with even dimension. On the other hand, when X has odd dimension it is known (see [10, Corollary 7] ) that every element in BY can be expressed as an average of eight extreme points if, and only if, dim T`dim X X By using Proposition 10 we improve this result in a particular case.
